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Senate
of degrees and confine it with a veryMr. TSONGAS. Mr. President, the stmng mnenetic field.Magnetic Fusion Engineering Act of 1980 buring the 1970's, American's mag-

has developed widespread, bipartisan notic fusion program resolved many ofsupport. Its passage by the Senate rep- 
the questions about establishing theseresents a consensus-that fusion energy 
physical conditions needed to sustain theis a sigmficant component of our na- 
fusion process. The program has beentional energy program and one of our 
well managed, the personnel are top-major efforts to- insure our long-term 
notch, and the results have been veryen sech 

great promise as an in- 
impressive. We are now ready to sbift

exhaustible resource and has the poten- the program from one focused on scien-
tific feasibility to one focused on engi-tial for achieving a high degree of safety neering feasibility. While continuing towith an acceptable level of social 1md maintain a broad basic R. & D. program,environmental impact. Its fuel is low- it is time to start resolving the engineer-cost and abundant. It does not have the ing questions involved in an operatingaccident potential nor the nuclear waste fusion reactorproblem associated with nuclear fission.

Major progress in all aspecte of mag- "The bili does not suggest that fusion is
netic fusion technology during the past the ultimate energy source. It will not be
decade has instilled confidence that a cheap source of power. If we cannot
power production from fusion is achiev- solve the many engineering challenges
able. It is a flexible energy source as that exist, fusion may never become an
well-capable of generating high tem- economic energy source. There will be
perature heat, electricity, hydrogen, and some radioactive materials used in the
synthetic fuels. With advanced fusion fusion plant, and they must be handled
fuels, electricity may be produced carefully. Some parts of the fusion de-
through direct conversion which is 70- vice may become radioactive and will
percent efficient. While the ultimate eco- · have to be disposed of. All of these issues
nomic size of fusion powerplants cannot need to be resolved through an acceler-
be estimated wtih any certainty, fusion ated program of research, development
could complement decentranzed renew- and demonstration so that the commer-
able energy sources, providing central- cial potential and the social and environ-
ized power where appropriate and sub- mental issues can be assessed.
stituting for coal and nuclear fisaien But thus far, compared to fission,plants. fusion appears likely to result in lessFusion is the fundamental energy long-lived radioactive waste, muchprocess that powers the sun. It involves smaller accident potential, no risk of acombining isotopes of hydrogen, which meltdown and significantly reduced nu-can be extracted fmm water, to form clear proliferation risk. Compared tohelium. To make this energy seleasing coal, fusion produces no CO2, Sox, orreaction occur, it is necessary to heat NOx, This does not mean that we canthe hydrogen gas to hundreds of millions adord to devote less attention or fewer



resources to near term energy options. Technical manpower requirements will
Nor should we launch a crash program be assessed.
that ignores engineering reality and re. Mr. President, the list of cosponsors of
sults in less than adequate attention to this bill span the entire political spec-
potential problems. The Magnetic Fusion trum. Its broad support is evidence that
Engineering Act establishes a program this issue is not polarized as in the case
that may ultimately cost $20 billion but of nuclear fission. Even though a demon-
sets a realistic pace and is aimed at de- stration plant is 20 years away, this
terming whether fusion is a viable option, . energy source is being taken seriously be-

whether it is competitive with alterna- cause we recognize the need to invest in
tive energy sources, and what role it will our energy future today. The Magnetic
play in our energy mix. Fusion Engineering Act of 1980 will help

mobilize national resources to overcomeThis bill is principally a statement of the obstacles to fusion and to speed itsnational policy and program direction to commercial use. It is a direct step for-provide· for an accelerated research, de- ward toward developing an energy policyvelopment, and demonstration program that addresses our long-term energyto achieve confirmation of the engineer- futúre.ing feasibility of magnet fusion and to
move us closer to commercial develop-
ment. It does not include new spending
authority for fiscal year 1981, but it does
call for a doubling of funding in real
terms over the next 7 years and 25-per-
cent increases in fiscal year 1982 and
fiscal year 1983. It calls for the operation
of a magnet fusion engineering devloe
based on the best available confinement
concept--net later than 1998. Operation
of a commercial demonstration plant is
sought by 2000. A comprehensive man-
agement plan for research, development,
and demonstration will be devised. Par-
ticipation by industry in the fusion pro-
gram is promoted. The bill requires DOE
to prepare a plan to develop a national
magnetic fusion engineering center to
consolidate and coordinate major mag-
netic fusion engineering devices and as-
sociated activities. International coop-
erative agreements wiH be strengthened.


